Poaching trade leads to ape extinction
Bushmeat means “the end product of hunting
and killing wildlife for commercial meat and
consumption.”
As the world’s human population grows and the available land space
inevitably decreases, the d emand for animal protein increases.
Unfortunately, the great apes of Africa are becoming the victims of
this desire. Though habitat loss is often cited as the primary threat to
wildlife, commercial hunting for the meat of wild animals, especially
gorillas (Gorilla gorilla) and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), has
become the most significant immediate t hreat to the future of wildlife
in Central and West Africa.

In West Central Africa, wildlife provides poor rural families with 40%
of their animal protein. However, w ith increases in construction due to
the constant growth of the human population, virgin forests are being
explored by rural hunters eager for a larger profit. Over-hunting has
become a serious challenge to the sustainability of ape populations .
Roads that facilitate access to once isolated forests and the increased
efficiency of modern hunting technologies all help to fuel the rapidly
growing bushmeat trade.
In the equatorial forests of west and central Africa, a ragged army of
around 2,000 b ushmeat hunters supported by the timber industry
infrastructure will illegally shoot and butcher over 3,000 gorillas and
4,000 chimpanzees this year. That’s five times the number of gorillas
on Rwanda’s Mt. Visoke and 20 times the chimpanzee population that
live near Tanzania’s Gombe Stream. People pay a premium to eat a
larger amount of great apes each year than those that are now kept in
all the zoos and laboratories of the world.
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The Victim: Gorillas are often targets of hunters throughout Africa
looking to boost their profits.
In Africa, where jobs are scarce and hunger rages on in the absence of
sustainable nutrition, indigenous people turn to the bushmeat trade as
a source of income. They are uneducated and unaware that their daily
hunts and kills have long term effects on the gorilla and chimpanzee
populations. During an expedition into the forest, a hunter will
typically kill the mother of a family, leaving her young behind for
hunters to use as transition pets. Babies d oomed to live as pets almost
certainly die fr om malnourishment, disease, or depression.
Chimpanzees have extremely strong and loving family bonds, and if
suddenly separated, can fall into a depressed state.
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The End Result: The skulls of great apes that were killed as a result
of the bushmeat trade.
The presence of gorillas and chimpanzees throughout the forests in
Africa is vital to the continuing growth of the surrounding
environment. Ape droppings aid seed dispersal and regeneration of
previously logged forests. Trees, like the moabi species, have large
seeds that only gorillas can swallow, and therefore successfully
disperse throughout the forest floor. Without their large populations to
roam across large distances, plant and tree species will eventually die
out, creating a ripple effect along the food chain.
Efforts to halt the illegal trading of animal products are slowly having
an effect. In northern Congo, the Wildlife Conservation Society is
working directly with timber companies to halt hunting of protected
species, such as apes, by providing worker with affordable alternative
to eating wildlife. However, education is the key to ending a process
that has already consumed the lives of millions of unprotected apes.
“It is my firm belief that unless we work together to change attitudes
at all levels – from world leaders to the consumers of illegal bushmeat
– there will be no viable populations of great apes in t he w ild within
50 years” – Jane Goodall, primate researcher and author.
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The Victims: Because hunters attack and kill mothers, chimpanzee
infants are usually taken in as pets and almost always die shortly after.

